
Attendee Age Considerations for GSO Workshops: 
Please consider the following regarding GSO’s and youth participation. GSO Hunting Workshops are 
designed for new to hunting adults modeled after similar adult-based learn how to hunt programs.  
 
While specifically meant for adult learning, we also acknowledge and embrace the importance of “family 
learning,” while encouraging social support and camaraderie beyond the workshop and do occasionally 
receive requests for family attendance (including youth) and do accommodate as needed. 
 
Ultimately, we let the decision to bring youth up to the attending adult learners including the youth’s 
potential readiness for a program designed for adults. Regarding previous youth experience, we’ve had 
isolated incidences whereby assisting volunteers had brought children, and with some being very 
precocious, dominated all the questioning thereby preventing the “target audience” of potential new 
hunting adults the opportunity to participate. As a result, we are now proactive with the intention of 
preventing potential incidents while embracing family learning rather than segregation by age.   
 
To the point, the following are some considerations in advance of GSO’s and youth attendance: 

• Due to the handling of firearms and overall safety focused learning experience, Hunter Safety 
Certification is required of all participants (in addition to the other prerequisites as noted per 
prerequisite emails; and there are no exceptions). 

• Although there is presenter/student interaction throughout the GSO, a great deal of 
training/learning is (indoor-outdoor) lectured instruction based on hunter experience and 
equipment use. In fact, the first segment indoors lasts 70 minutes and is primarily lectured, so 
attendee patience is paramount throughout this workshop. 

• We also prefer to avoid a situation where a parent must remove an impatient, or distracted youth 
thereby missing parts of segments themselves that would have otherwise been completed. 

• Since GSO’s have limited capacity (25-30), we want to be sure that we are both reaching the target 
audience (i.e., new to hunting) and that each participant benefits to the fullest regardless of age.  

 
In short, this is still a relatively new initiative, so we continue to learn and adapt as we go and a big part 
of the learning and adaptation is provided by participants like you both before (pre-assessment survey) 
and after (post-assessment survey), so as to improve what we’re doing to the benefit of conservation! 
 
Please feel free with questions…Thx 
Deet  
 


